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Aims

Describe the use of neural network based methods in information retrieval

Compare architectures

Summarize where the field is, what seems to work, what seems to fail

Provide an overview of applications and directions for future development of neural
methods in information retrieval
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Structure of the tutorial

Morning

1. Preliminaries

2. Modeling user behavior

3. Semantic matching

4. Learning to rank

Afternoon

5. Entities

6. Generating responses

7. Recommender systems

8. Industry insights

9. Q & A
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Preliminaries
Common language

Q1: What is Information Retrieval (IR)?

Q2: What is a Neural Network (NN)?
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Preliminaries
Common language

Q1: What is Information Retrieval (IR)?
A1: The purpose of Information Retrieval systems is to help people find the right
(most useful) information in the right (most convenient) format at the right time
(when they need it).

Q2: What is a Neural Network (NN)?
A2: A function F (x; ⇥) with (a large number of) parameters ⇥ that maps
an input object x (which can be text, image or arbitrary vector of features)
to an output object y (class label, sequence of class labels, text, image).

Q3: How to obtain the parameters ⇥?
A3: We learn/train the parameters ⇥ using back-propagation

Q4: What kinds of functions F (x; ⇥) can be used?
A4: There are many di↵erent classes of F (x; ⇥), which are called architectures.
We will talk about them throughout the tutorial.
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Semantic matching
Semantic matching

Definition
”... conduct query/document analysis to represent the meanings of query/document
with richer representations and then perform matching with the representations.” - Li
et al. [2014]

A promising area within neural IR, due to the success of semantic representations in
NLP and computer vision.
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Semantic matching
Unsupervised semantic matching with pre-trained representations

Word embeddings have recently gained popularity for their ability to encode semantic
and syntactic relations amongst words.

How can we use word embeddings for information retrieval tasks?
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Semantic matching
Word embedding

Distributional Semantic Model (DSM): A model for associating words with vectors
that can capture their meaning. DSM relies on the distributional hypothesis.

Distributional Hypothesis: Words that occur in the same contexts tend to have similar
meanings [Harris, 1954].

Statistics on observed contexts of words in a corpus is quantified to derive word
vectors.

I The most common choice of context: The set of words that co-occur in a context
window.

I Context-counting VS. Context-predicting [Baroni et al., 2014]
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Semantic matching

From word embeddings to query/document embeddings

Creating representations for compound units of text (e.g., documents) from
representation of lexical units (e.g., words).
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Semantic matching
From word embeddings to query/document embeddings

Obtaining representations of compound units of text (in comparison to the atomic
words).
Bag of embedded words: sum or average of word vectors.

I Averaging the word representations of query terms has been extensively explored
in di↵erent settings. [Vulić and Moens, 2015, Zamani and Croft, 2016b]

I E↵ective but for small units of text, e.g. query [Mitra, 2015].

I Training word embeddings directly for the purpose of being averaged [Kenter
et al., 2016].
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Semantic matching
From word embeddings to query/document embeddings

I Skip-Thought Vectors
I Conceptually similar to distributional semantics: a units representation is a function

of its neighbouring units, except units are sentences instead of words.

I Similar to auto-encoding objective: encode sentence, but decode neighboring
sentences.

I Pair of LSTM-based seq2seq models with shared encoder.

I Doc2vec (Paragraph2vec) [Le and Mikolov, 2014].

I You’ll hear more later about it on “Learning unsupervised representations from
scratch”. (Also you might want to take a look at Deep Learning for Semantic
Composition)

http://egrefen.com/docs/acl17tutorial.pdf
http://egrefen.com/docs/acl17tutorial.pdf
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Semantic matching
Learning unsupervised representations for semantic matching

Pre-trained word embeddings can be used to obtain

I a query/document representation through compositionality, or

I a similarity signal to integrate within IR frameworks.

Can we learn unsupervised query/document representations directly for IR tasks?
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Semantic matching
LSI, pLSI and LDA

History of latent document representations
Latent representations of documents that are learned from scratch have been around
since the early 1990s.

I Latent Semantic Indexing [Deerwester et al., 1990],

I Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing [Hofmann, 1999], and

I Latent Dirichlet Allocation [Blei et al., 2003].

These representations provide a semantic matching signal that is complementary to a
lexical matching signal.
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Semantic matching
Semantic Hashing

Salakhutdinov and Hinton [2009] propose Semantic Hashing for document similarity.

I Auto-encoder trained on frequency
vectors.

I Documents are mapped to memory
addresses in such a way that
semantically similar documents are
located at nearby bit addresses.

I Documents similar to a query
document can then be found by
accessing addresses that di↵er by only
a few bits from the query document
address.

Schematic representation of Semantic Hashing.
Taken from Salakhutdinov and Hinton [2009].
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Semantic matching
Distributed Representations of Documents [Le and Mikolov, 2014]

I Learn document representations based
on the words contained within each
document.

I Reported to work well on a document
similarity task.

I Attempts to integrate learned
representations into standard retrieval
models [Ai et al., 2016a,b].

Overview of the Distributed Memory document
vector model. Taken from Le and Mikolov
[2014].
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Semantic matching
Two Doc2Vec Architectures [Le and Mikolov, 2014]

Overview of the Distributed Memory document
vector model. Taken from Le and Mikolov
[2014]. Overview of the Distributed Bag of Words

document vector model. Taken from Le and
Mikolov [2014].
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Semantic matching
Neural Vector Spaces for Unsupervised IR [Van Gysel et al., 2017a]

I Learns query (term) and document representations directly from the document
collection.

I Outperforms existing latent vector
space models and provides semantic
matching signal complementary to
lexical retrieval models.

I Learns a notion of term specificity.

I Luhn significance: mid-frequency
words are more important for retrieval
than infrequent and frequent words.

Relation between query term representation
L2-norm within NVSM and its collection
frequency. Taken from [Van Gysel et al.,
2017a].
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Semantic matching
Text matching as a supervised objective

Text matching is often formulated as a supervised objective where pairs of relevant or
paraphrased texts are given.

In the next few slides, we’ll go over di↵erent architectures introduced for supervised
text matching. Note that this is a mix of models originally introduced for (i) relevance
ranking, (ii) paraphrase identification, and (iii) question answering among others.
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Semantic matching

Representation-based models

Representation-based models construct a fixed-dimensional vector representation for
each text separately and then perform matching within the latent space.
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Semantic matching
(C)DSSM [Huang et al., 2013, Shen et al., 2014]

I Siamese network between query and document, performed on character trigrams.

I Originally introduced for learning from implicit feedback.
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Semantic matching
ARC-I [Hu et al., 2014]

I Similar to DSSM, perform 1D convolution on text representations separately.
I Originally introduced for paraphrasing task.
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Semantic matching

Interaction-based models

Interaction-based models compute the interaction between each individual term of
both texts. An interaction can be identity or syntactic/semantic similarity.

The interaction matrix is subsequently summarized into a matching score.
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Semantic matching
DRMM [Guo et al., 2016]

I Compute term/document
interactions and matching
histograms using di↵erent
strategies (count, relative
count, log-count).

I Pass histograms through
feed-forward network for
every query term.

I Gating network that produces
an attention weight for every
query term; per-term scores
are then aggregated into a
relevance score using
attention weights.
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Semantic matching
MatchPyramid [Pang et al., 2016]

I Interaction matrix between query/document
terms, followed by convolutional layers.

I After convolutions, feed-forward layers
determine matching score.
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Semantic matching
aNMM [Yang et al., 2016]

I Compute word interaction
matrix.

I Aggregate similarities by
running multiple kernels.

I Every kernel assigns a
di↵erent weight to a
particular similarity range.

I Similarities are aggregated to
the kernel output by
weighting them according to
which bin they fall in.
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Semantic matching
Match-SRNN [Wan et al., 2016b]

I Word interaction layer, followed by a spatial
recurrent NN.

I The RNN hidden state is updated using the
current interaction coe�cient, and the hidden
state of the prefix.
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Semantic matching
K-NRM [Xiong et al., 2017b]

I Compute word-interaction matrix,
apply k kernels to every query term
row in interaction matrix.

I This results in k-dimensional vector.

I Aggregate the query term vectors into
a fixed-dimensional query
representation.
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Semantic matching
Beyond supervised signals: semi-supervised learning

The architectures we presented for learning to match all require labels. Typically these
labels are obtained from domain experts.

However, in information retrieval, there is the concept of pseudo relevance that gives
us a supervised signal that was obtained from unsupervised data collections.
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Semantic matching
Pseudo test/training collections

Given a source of pseudo relevance, we can build pseudo collections for training
retrieval models [Asadi et al., 2011, Berendsen et al., 2013].

Sources of pseudo-relevance
Typically given by external knowledge about retrieval domain, such as hyperlinks,
query logs, social tags, ...
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Semantic matching
Training neural networks using pseudo relevance

Training a neural ranker using weak supervision [Dehghani et al., 2017].

Main idea: Annotating a large amount of unlabeled
data using a weak annotator (Pseudo-Labeling) and
design a model which can be trained on weak super-
vision signal.

I Function approximation. (re-inventing BM25?)

I Beating BM25 using BM25!
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Semantic matching
Training neural networks using pseudo relevance

Generating weak supervision training data for training neural IR model [MacAvaney
et al., 2017].

I Using a news corpus with article headlines acting as pseudo-queries and article
content as pseudo-documents.

I Problems:
I Hard-Negative

I Mismatched-Interaction: (example: “When Bird Flies In”, a sports article about
basketball player Larry Bird)

I Solutions:
I Ranking filter:

- top pseudo-documents are considered as negative samples.
- only pseudo-queries that are able to retrieve their pseudo-relevant documents are
used as positive samples.

I Interaction filter:
- building interaction embeddings for each pair.
- filtering out based on similarity to the template query-document pairs.
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Semantic matching
Query expansion using neural word embeddings based on pseudo relevance

Locally trained word embeddings [Diaz et al., 2016]

I Performing topic-specific training, on a set of topic specific documents that are
collected based on their relevance to a query.

Relevance-based Word Embedding [Zamani and Croft, 2017].

I Relevance is not necessarily equal to semantically or syntactically similarity:
I “united state” as expansion terms for “Indian American museum”.

I Main idea: Defining the “context”
Using the relevance model distribution for the given query to define the context.
So the objective is to predict the words observed in the documents relevant to a
particular information need.

I The neural network will be constraint by the given weights from RM3 to learn
word embeddings.
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Entities
Entities are polysemic

“Finding entities” has multiple meanings.

Entities can be

I nodes in knowledge graphs,

I mentions in unstructured texts or queries,

I retrievable items characterized by texts.
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Entities
Knowledge graphs

Beyoncé Knowles

�ĞƐƟŶǇ͛Ɛ��ŚŝůĚ

member of

<ĞůůǇ�ZŽǁůĂŶĚ

DŝĐŚĞůůĞ�tŝůůŝĂŵƐ

member of

member of

1997ƐƚĂƌƚ�ĚĂƚĞ

2005ĞŶĚ�ĚĂƚĞ

Triples
(beyoncé knowles, member of, destinys child)
(kelly rowland, member of, destinys child)
(michelle williams, member of, destinys child)
(destinys child, start date, 1997)
(destinys child, end date, 2005)

...

Nice overview on using knowledge bases in IR: [Dietz et al., 2017]
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Entities
Knowlegde graphs

Tasks

I Link prediction
Predict the missing h or t for a triple (h, r, t)

Rank entities by score. Metrics:

I Mean rank of correct entity
I Hits@10

Datatsets

WordNet
(car, hyponym, vehicle)

Freebase/DBPedia
(steve jobs, founder of, apple)

I Triple classification
Predict if (h, r, t) is correct.
Metric: accuracy.

I Relation fact extraction from free text
Use knowledge base as weak supervision for extracting new triples.
Suppose some IE system gives us (steve jobs, ‘‘was the initiator of’’,

apple), then we want to predict the founder of relation.
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Entities
Entity mentions

Recognition Detect mentions within unstructured text (e.g., query).

Linking Link mentions to knowledge graph entities.

Utilization Use mentions to improve search.
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Entities
Named entity recognition

y
%é25* 2 %é0,6& 2

rejects German callEU

x

h
  EU      rejects  German  call  to  boycott    British    lamb   .

%�25*����2��%�0,6&��2��2���2���%�0,6&��2���2

Task vanilla RNN
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Entities
Named entity recognition

I A Unified Architecture for Natural
Language Processing: Deep Neural
Networks with Multitask Learning
[Collobert and Weston, 2008]

I Natural Language Processing (Almost)
from Scratch [Collobert et al., 2011]

Learning a single model to solve multiple NLP
tasks. Taken from [Collobert and Weston,
2008].

Feed-forward language model architecture for
di↵erent NLP tasks. Taken from [Collobert and
Weston, 2008].
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Entities
Named entity recognition

O

forward

backward

EU rejects German call

O%ï25* %ï0,6&

BI-LSTM-CRF model

CRF CRF CRF

[Huang et al., 2015]
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Entities
Entity disambiguation

I Learn representations for documents
and entities.

I Optimize a distribution of candidate
entities given a document using (a)
cross entropy or (b) pairwise loss.

Learn initial document representation in
unsupervised pre-training stage. Taken from
[He et al., 2013].

Learn similarity between document and entity
representations using supervision. Taken from
[He et al., 2013].
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Entities
Entity linking

Learn representations for the context, the mention, the entity (using surface words) and the
entity class. Uses pre-trained word2vec embeddings. Taken from [Sun et al., 2015].
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Entities
Entity linking

Encode Wikipedia descriptions, linked mentions in Wikipedia and fine-grained entity types. All
representations are optimized jointly. Taken from [Gupta et al., 2017].
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Entities
Entity linking

A single mention phrase refers to various entities. Multi-Prototype Mention Embedding model
that learns multiple sense embeddings for each mention by jointly modeling words from textual
contexts and entities derived from a KB. Taken from [Cao et al., 2017].
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Entities
Improving search using linked entities

Attention-based ranking model for word-entity duet. Learn a similarity between query and
document entities. Resulting model can be used to obtain ranking signal. Taken from [Xiong
et al., 2017a].
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Entities
Entity finding

Task definition
Rank entities satisfying a topic described by a few query terms.

Not just document search — (a) topics do not typically correspond to entity names,
(b) average textual description much longer than typical document.

Di↵erent instantiations of the task within varying domains:

I Wikipedia: INEX Entity Ranking Track [de Vries et al., 2007, Demartini et al.,
2008, 2009, 2010] (lots of text, knowledge graph, revisions)

I Enterprise search: expert finding [Balog et al., 2006, 2012] (few entities,
abundance of text per entity)

I E-commerce: product ranking [Rowley, 2000] (noisy text, customer preferences)
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Entities
Semantic Expertise Retrieval [Van Gysel et al., 2016]

I Expert finding is a particular entity retrieval task where there is a lot of text.

I Learn representations of words and entities such that n-grams extracted from a
document predict the correct expert.

Taken from slides of Van Gysel et al. [2016].
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Entities
Semantic Expertise Retrieval [Van Gysel et al., 2016] (cont’d)

I Expert finding is a particular entity retrieval task where there is a lot of text.

I Learn representations of words and entities such that n-grams extracted from a
document predict the correct expert.

Taken from slides of Van Gysel et al. [2016].
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Recommender systems
Recommender systems – The task

I Build a model that estimates how a
user will like an item.

I A typical recommendation setup has
I matrix with users and items
I plus ratings of users for items

reflecting past/known preferences

and tries to predict future preferences

I This is not about rating prediction

[Karatzoglou and Hidasi, Deep Learning for Recommender Systems, RecSys ’17, 2017]
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Recommender systems
Approaches to recommender systems

I Collaborative filtering
I Based on analyzing users’ behavior and preferences such as ratings given to movies

or books

I Content-based filtering
I Based on matching the descriptions of items and users’ profiles
I Users’ profiles are typically constructed using their previous purchases/ratings, their

submitted queries to search engines and so on

I A hybrid approach
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Recommender systems
Warm, cold

I Cold start problem
I User cold-start problem – generate recommendations for a new user / a user for

whom very few preferences are known
I Item cold-start problem – recommendation items that are new / for which very

users have shared ratings or preferences

I Cold items/users

I Warm items/users
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Recommender systems
Matrix factorization

I The recommender system’s work horse

V

minu,v

X

i,j2R

(ri,j � uT
i vj) + �(||ui||2 + ||vj ||2)

R
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Recommender systems
Matrix factorization

I Discover the latent features underlying the interactions between users and items

I Don’t rely on imputation to fill in missing ratings and make matrix dense

I Instead, model observed ratings directly, avoid overfitting through a regularized
model

I Minimize the regularized squared error on the set of known ratings:

min
u,v

X

i,j2R
(ri,j � uT

i vj) + �(kuik2 + kvjk2)

Popular methods for minimizing include stochastic gradient descent and
alternating least squares
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Recommender systems
A feed-forward neural network view

[Raimon and Basilico, Deep Learning for Recommender Systems, 2017]
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Recommender systems
A deeper view
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Recommender systems
Matrix factorization vs. feed-forward network

I Two models are very similar
I Embeddings, MSE loss, gradient-based optimization

I Feed-forward net can learn di↵erent embedding combinations than a dot product

I Capturing pairwise interactions through feed-forward net requires a huge amount
of data

I This approach is not superior to properly tuned traditional matrix factorization
approach
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Industry insights
Deep Learning in industry

I Companies have endless amounts of data!
Or do they?

I Performance
Is .9 accuracy/F1/etc. good enough?
No? Would 0.95 be?

I Business logic/constraints
- Your model is doing great in general, but not in case X, Y and Z.
Can you keep it exactly as it is now, and fix just these cases?

I Explicit domain knowledge
E.g.: recommending product X for user Y is not applicable, as it is not available
where user Y lives.
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Industry insights
Deep Learning in industry

I Hybrid Code Networks
Combining RNNs with domain-specific knowledge

I Smart Reply
Automated response suggestion for email
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Industry insights
Hybrid Code Networks

Task
Dialogue system. User can converse with a system that can interact with APIs.

Combining RNNs with domain-specific knowledge

I Incorporate business logic by including modules in the system that can be
programmed

I Explicitly condition actions on external knowledge

[Williams et al., 2017]
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Industry insights
Hybrid Code Networks

Forecast()

Trapezoids refer to programmatic code provided by the software developer.
Shaded boxes are trainable components.

[Williams et al., 2017]
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Industry insights
Hybrid Code Networks

Training of the RNN
Supervised setting
Every step: update weights, according
to entropy loss on correct prediction of
actions.

Forecast()

Trapezoids refer to programmatic code provided by the software developer.
Shaded boxes are trainable components.

Reinforcement learning
At the end of the dialogue: update weights, according to:

LSTM

Jacobian

return of the dialog:

estimate of the average return
of the current policy,

estimated on the last 100 dialogs
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Industry insights
Smart Reply

Automated response suggestion for email
Use an RNN to generate responses for any given input message.

Additional constraints
I Response quality

Ensure that the individual response options are always high
quality in language and content.

I Utility

Select multiple options to show a user so as to maximize
the likelihood that one is chosen.

I Scalability

Process millions of messages per day while remaining within
the latency requirements.

I Privacy

Develop this system without ever inspecting the data
except aggregate statistics. [Kannan et al., 2016]
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Smart Reply

Preprocess
Email

Trigger
response?

No Smart
Reply

Response
selection
(LSTM)

Permitted
responses

and clusters

Diversity
selection

Smart
Reply

Suggested

no

yes

Separate
feed forward neural network

classifier

[Kannan et al., 2016]

Response selection

I Construct a set of allowed responses R.

I Organise the elements of R into a trie.

I Conduct a left-to-right beam search, and only
retain hypotheses that appear in the trie.

Complexity: O(beam size ⇥ response length).

Utility/diversity

Goal: present user with diverse responses
Instead of “No”, “No, thanks”, and “Thanks!”, we’d
rather produce “No, thanks”, “Yes, please”, “Let me
come back to it”.

I Manually label a couple of messages per response
intent.

I Use a state-of-the-art label propagation algorithm
to label all other messages in R.
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What do we learn?

I Deep learning component is a (small) part of a much larger system.

I Getting the right training data can be hard.

I The machine learned part is guided/corrected/prevented from predicting undesired
output.
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